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KBS Rust Converter easily converts a rusty surface into a black,
inert primed surface that is ready for paint and compatible with
most topcoats and also protects against future rust.
While the most permanent solution for rust prevention is the
KBS 3-Step System of KBS Klean, RustBlast and RustSeal, KBS
Rust Converter can be used when you are unable to use the KBS
3-Step System.
To achieve expert results, please take the time to carefully read and
understand the following directions before you begin your restoration
project. If you have any remaining questions or concerns, please call
us toll-free for technical assistance.
ALWAYS WORK IN A WELL-VENTILATED AREA. A NIOSH/MSHA
APPROVED AIR SUPPLIED RESPIRATOR IS RECOMMENDED.
ALWAYS WEAR PROTECTIVE GLOVES AND EYEWEAR.

THEORETICAL COVERAGE:

KBS Rust Converter Aerosol should convert up to 20 sq.
ft.

SURFACE PREP:

NOTE: The surface must be rusty.
KBS Rust Converter is not designed to use on any nonrusty surfaces or surfaces where you have a mix of rusty
areas and non-rusty areas.
Use a wire brush or sandpaper to remove as much loose
and flaky rust as possible. If needed, clean the surface
with KBS Klean (10 Parts Hot Water & 1 Part KBS Klean).

If clogging develops, turn sprayhead ¼ turn or remove
and clean sprayhead slot. DO NOT stick pin or other
objects into can opening. With can and sprayhead
pointed away from you, reinsert sprayhead with a gentle
twisting motion.

CLEAN UP:

KBS # 1 Thinner is ideal for clean up. Always wear
protective gloves to avoid skin contact and temporary
staining.
Please remember these instructions are general guidelines only and
do not cover every application and environment. If you remain unsure
as how to proceed, refer to product instruction sheet, our website:
KBS-Coatings.com, or call for technical advice at
1-219-263-0073.
Please see SDS and follow all warning and cautions.

Made in the USA.

Information contained herein is to our knowledge true and accurate, but
all recommendations or suggestions are made without guarantee. Since
application lies outside our control, we cannot accept any liability for the
results. User shall determine the suitability of the product for its intended use,
and user assumes all risk and liability whatsoever in connection therewith.

KBS Support Forum

success.KBS-COATINGS.com

KBS FAQ’s & Support Tickets

helpdesk.KBS-COATINGS.com

APPLICATION:

For best results, use when can is between 50°F and
90°F (10°C and 32°C). ALWAYS WEAR PROTECTIVE
GLOVES AND EYE WEAR when using KBS Rust
Converter. Always use NIOSH/MSHA approved air
supplied respirator.

Complete How-To’s

KBS-Coatings.com

KBS Online Instructional Videos

View 3-Step System Application Videos
Available on KBS-Coatings.com

Shake can well at least one minute after rattle is heard
and occasionally during use.
Spray surface with steady even strokes at a distance of
8 to 12 inches. A chemical reaction will cause the rust to
turn black.
Allow 24 hours before applying a second coat or when
topcoating with a different coating.

1-877-548-9323

KBS-Coatings.com

